Lesson 15: Calculating Area and Values from the Normal Curve
Daily Data Collection
Find your heart rate.

Class Data:
Find the mean and standard deviation for the heartrate data.
Mean:

St. Dev.:

Draw an accurate normal curve.

Find your z-value and explain the meaning of the value.
What percent of the class have a heartrate faster than yours?
What percent of the class have a heartrate slower than yours?
30% of the data are below what value?
30% of the data are above what value?
What percent of the data are between values 40 and 70?
What percent of the data are outside values 70 and 90?
Find the first quartile

We can tell the percentile to the left of a z-value using table A:

Or, use the AP Stats Program.
Guided Practice:
What is the probability to the left of z value 2.63?
What is the probability to the right of z value 1.58?
What is the probability between z values 0.2 to 1.5?
What is the probability outside of z values 1 to 2.3?
What z value has a probability to the left equal to .75?
What z value has a probability to the right equal to .4?

HW 15 Section 2-2: 47, 49, 41, 53, 55

Lesson 15 Extra Questions
Describe the meaning of being in the 45th percentile

Define the following:
Describe the meaning of mean = 3

Describe the meaning of standard deviation = 1.5

Draw a normal curve with mean 3 and standard deviation 1.5

What is the area under the standard normal curve?
What is the difference between a normal distribution curve and a standard
normal distribution curve?

What % of values are within 1 standard deviation of the mean?
What % of values are within 2 standard deviation of the mean?
What % of values are within 3 standard deviation of the mean?

Describe the meaning of a z-score of -0.6
Type 1: Given a z=0.45, find percent left
Type 2: Given percent left = 0.62, find z
Type 3: Given a z=1.22, find percent right
Type 4: Given percent right=0.35, find z
Type 5: Given 2 z-values, Z = -1.42 and 2.68, find percent between
Type 6: What is the percent outside of the z-values?
Type 7: mean = 20, st dev. = 2.5, x = 17, find z, find percent left, find percent
right.
Type 8: mean = 20, st dev. = 2.5, percent right = 0.8, Find the value.

Type 9: percent right = .8, value = 30, mean = 42 Find the stand. Dev.

Type 10: mean = 100, st. dev = 5.8 Find the IQR.

Draw a normal curve with a mean of 80 and a standard deviation of 12. Then
add a standard z-axis labels.

What percent of data are below 85?
30% of the data are below what value?
30% of the data are above what value?
What percent of the data are between values 30 and 40?
What percent of the data are outside values 30 and 45?
Find the first quartile
Find the third quartile
Find the IQR and find the value at which data values are considered outliers
because they are too large.
What percent of values are above the upper outlier value?

Shade the portion of the curve that reflects low birth weight.
What is the z-value for the low weight value?
What percent of births are low weight?

Who has a larger footprint – males or females – Explain:
Who has more variation in the size of the footprint? Explain:
A footprint is found that is 19.36 cm long. What is the probability of finding a female with a
larger footprint? A male?

